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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Masabi Japanese Sushi Grill from Kansas City. Currently,
there are 18 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner
directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Masabi Japanese Sushi Grill:

good food, great staff and very cheap prices. at the arrival we immediately tended to be very friendly and efficient
for them. their selection was very nice, and the prices were shockingly reasonable, especially given the current

times. when we got our food, the hot food was very hot and fresh, and the sushi looked and tasted great. Overall,
it was a delicious and pleasant experience, and I recommend everyone who wan... read more. The diner is

accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like
about Masabi Japanese Sushi Grill:

More expensive every time I goApparently China hut will be my first option this place keeps getting worse. I
guess it got rolled up with I don’t care attitude anymore. read more. A visit to Masabi Japanese Sushi Grill

becomes even more rewarding due to the extensive range of coffee and tea specialties, The creative fusion of
different dishes with fresh and occasionally daring ingredients is highly valued by the customers - a good

example of Asian Fusion. Undoubtedly, the highlight of this place is the fine Sushi such as Maki and Sashimi,
The barbecue is freshly cooked here on an open flame.
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Salad�
SALAD

Kin� Californi� Roll�
DRAGON ROLL

Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Appet�er
TEMPURA

Sush� Special�
PHILADELPHIA ROLL

Insid� Ou� Roll�
TUNA AVOCADO ROLL

Classi� Sush� Rolle�
AVOCADO ROLL

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Te�
GREEN TEA

Munchie�
SHRIMP TEMPURA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
TUNA

AVOCADO

MISO

SHRIMP
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-21:00
Tuesday 11:00-21:00
Wednesday 11:00-21:00
Thursday 11:00-21:00
Friday 11:00-22:00
Saturday 11:00-22:00
Sunday 11:30-21:00
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